CAPITAL OF THE FLOWERY KINGDOM

TOKIO, capital of the land of the sun, is a city of wondrous natural beauty. The various parks, avenues, and gardens, each with its own distinct character, offer a stunning display of flora throughout the year. The city is divided into different districts, each with its own unique charm and atmosphere.

Typical Street Scene, Tokyo

People may cross themselves in a free and easy manner, and it is a common sight to see them do so. Women in the streets are dressed in modern Western clothing, while men wear traditional Japanese attire. The streets are clean and well-paved, with occasional public transport. The city is vibrant with life, with a mixture of modern skyscrapers and traditional buildings.

Last Rose of Summer in Millinery

August Wadham

Over on an empty Cape Cod, but in the July heat, there is the last rose of summer in millinery. For instance, at the Cape Cod Market, a small red rose is seen on the brim of a hat, and on the crown of another hat, it is a shade of red. In addition, there is a small yellow rose on the side of another hat. These roses are worn by women, who may choose them for the occasion.

CARRIED OFF A MILLION IN LOTTO

JULIA BUTTERWORTH

The chance in the lottery line the silk and cupro-nylon design with red, green, and blue long-sleeved shirts, and there are other good buys to be had as well. These shirts are available at all major department stores and outlets throughout the city.
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